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If you were a shortwave broadcast DXer 60 or 70 years ago, Barbados was probably on
your want list.  Adrian Peterson tells about Barbados shortwave in Wavescan No. N274, May 25,
2014, “The Voice of the Eastern Caribbean on Shortwave:  The Barbados Story.”  In this article
we add some graphics and some additional facts.  

As in many countries, early broadcasting in Barbados
was a product of experimentation by an amateur
operator.  In this case it was Thomas A. Archer,
VP6YB, who transmitted live commentary on cricket
matches for the benefit of people on the island and
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beyond.  The broadcasts were made on behalf of the Barbados Radio Association, presumably
the local ham organization.  The frequency usually reported was 7070 kHz.  The article on p. 1,
from the January 9, 1935 edition of the Kingston, Jamaica Daily Gleaner, suggests that these
broadcasts started in 1934.  (A ham broadcaster was also active in Trinidad.)

The tracks of the VP6YB broadcasts after their startup are unclear.  The photo above
appeared in the July 1935 issue of Radio News (p. 21), where it was said that VP6YB was no
longer broadcasting.  Thereafter, some reports on transmissions from Archer appear to have been
for regular ham operations, on 20 meters.  In December 1939, RADEX (p. 27) carried a report
from another Barbados amateur that ham radio had been banned on Barbados as of September 1,
1939, but that the government was using VP6YB as a local broadcasting station.  Whatever the
exact duration of the VP6YB broadcasts in the 1930s, they were surely over by the end of the
decade.  An interesting report on VP6YB in QST of September 1939 (p. 112, above) makes no
mention of them.  

In Barbados the principal vehicle for reaching the general public by “radio” was not
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terrestrial broadcasting but rather rediffusion, or wired broadcasting–what we would call cable
radio.  It began on the island in 1935 in the form of Radio Distribution (Barbados) Ltd., and it
lasted for over half a century, until 1997.  Distribution was over telephone lines at first, then over
the company’s own lines.  Radio Distribution had no studio until 1947, but relayed the BBC and
North American shortwave broadcasters.  In 1951 the company was acquired by a British firm,
and Barbados Rediffusion Service Ltd. was born.  The history of the Barbados wired network,
and its technical side, are recounted at the Rediffusion Barbados website.  Over the years a
standard broadcasting capability grew up on the island as well, in the form of government-owned
Radio Barbados (founded in 1963), and Rediffusion-owned Voice of Barbados (1981).

The history of traditional albeit non-broadcast, radio in Barbados goes back to 1914,
when ship-to-shore spark equipment was installed under callsign VPO.  In 1924 RCA replaced
this facility with a new one, and 20 years later it was replaced again, this time by a Marconi
installation which was still called VPO.  In 1949 it became ZNX.

The big player in Barbados non-broadcast radio was the worldwide British company,
Cable & Wireless.  In London, in 1929, the Marconi wireless system–originally long wave but by
then well along in the development of shortwave–was combined with various private cable
companies to form Cables [plural] & Wireless Ltd.  Further combination led to the formation of
Cable [singular] & Wireless Ltd. in 1934.  Nominally a private company, “C&W” was
government created and government regulated.  It brought together the two systems of long
distance communication which had theretofore largely developed separately–radio and cable.  

As indicated on the first day cover below, Cable & Wireless traces its history in Barbados
back to 1872.  That was the year the undersea telegraph cable first reached the island.  This was
under the auspices of the West India and Panama Telegraph Co. Ltd., a C&W predecessor
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company.  West India was part of a grand plan for the provision of telegraph services throughout
the West Indies and the Caribbean.  West India was an innovator; in addition to traditional
telegraph messaging services, it also provided a daily news bulletin.  These started in 1872 and
became regularized a few years later.

In 1938, C&W operations in the region became known as Cable & Wireless (West Indies)
Ltd.  Barbados had become the hub of cable operations in the area, and its technical and other
capabilities were the most advanced.  During the inter-war years, most of the staff at C&W
outposts throughout the British West Indies were Barbadians.  And during World War II,
Barbados provided a critical link in communications between London and Australia.  Cable
remained dominant within C&W through the war years, in part due to the need for security in
wartime communications.1

Early in 1940 there were reports of a daily government news broadcast on 3950 kHz. at
2330-2400 UTC from VPO.  Beginning in 1944, Cable & Wireless commenced shortwave relays
of certain cricket and tennis matches, and horse races, from the rediffusion company.  The target
audiences were the other British dependencies in the Caribbean, e.g. Trinidad and Jamaica.  At
first the call letters were still VPO, and frequencies included 10605 and 11475 kHz.  In the
January 1948 issue of Radio and Hobbies in Australia (p. 84), an Australian listener reported
hearing this announcement at the close of a horse race:

We would remind listeners that you are listening to station VPO3
in Bridgetown, Barbados, transmitting on 10605 kc., 28.29 meters. 
This station is owned and operated by Cable and Wireless (West
Indies) Ltd.  We shall be on the air again on Saturday, when we
will transmit the first race at 5:30 p.m.  Hello Trinidad.  We hope
you received this broadcast okay and wish you all a good evening.

The call letters changed to ZNX in 1949, and the frequency reported most often after that
was ZNX32, 7547 kHz.  The Cable & Wireless station on Barbados, when it was operating in a
utility-format, was reported often in the DX press during the 1950s, typically with good signals. 
The broadcast transmissions were heard less often, but this was because they were on the air only
a few months a year, and then only a few days in the month.  Without advance information you
could spend a lot of time tuning around without result.  But when they were heard, signals in
North America were good, as would be expected of 5 kw.  

Both Cable and Wireless and Barbados Rediffusion were good verifiers of reports on
these broadcasts.  On the next page you can see a QSL letter that was received from Barbados
Rediffusion by Roger Legge in 1952.  It contains some interesting details about the C&W relays.  

1These details are from Hugh Barty-King, Girdle Round the Earth (London: William
Heinemann Ltd., 1979).
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I heard ZNX32 on February 28, 1959, from 2116 to 2200 UTC.  It was a Saturday, and I
was 15 years old.  I sent off a report to Barbados Rediffusion Service, which sent it on to Cable
& Wireless (I’m not sure if at my request or not), and C&W responded by letter dated March 16
(below).  They must have enclosed a stamp, which I then attached to the letter.  Below is an
enlarged view of the stamp, which was issued in 1956 and shows a profile of Queen Elizabeth II,
whose reign began in 1952.  The stamp was a reissue of the 1950 version, also shown below,
which pictured the Queen’s predecessor, King George VI.

The stamp depicts a tower, whose character as a radio tower rather than an electrical
transmission tower is suggested by what appears to be an antenna hanging off the right side.  It
looks like a cage dipole, which is the kind of antenna C&W was using, according to their letter.
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The Cable & Wireless relays continued into the 1960s.  They were referenced in the World
Radio Handbook in the years 1952-1957 (except 1953), and 1962-1965.  Below is another QSL
from Barbados Rediffusion, this one from 1962.

It is interesting that these relays of sports events started out as a ham initiative, and were
taken up by Cable & Wireless after Thomas Archer had ended his broadcasts, whenever exactly
that was.  But the 1939 QST report (p. 2 above) says that Archer was a Technical Assistant in the
Sub-marine Cable Division of C&W.  It is hard not to believe that he was personally involved in
getting his employer to pick up these broadcasts where he left off. 

~~~~~
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ADDENDUM

Here is another brief reference to Thomas Archer and VP6YB, this one from the May 1935
issue of the bulletin of the International Short Wave Club.  (The reference to VP6YW is probably
a typo.)
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